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ABSTRACT Vehicular networks allow billions of vehicular users to be connected to report and exchange
real-time data for offering various services, such as navigation, ride-hailing, smart parking, traffic mon-
itoring, and vehicular digital forensics. Fifth generation (5G) is a new radio access technology with
greater coverage, accessibility, and higher network density. 5G-supported Vehicular Networks (5GVNs)
have attracted plenty of attention from both academia and industry. Geared with new features, they are
expected to revolutionize the mobility ecosystem to empower a portfolio of new services. Meanwhile, the
development of such communication capabilities, along with the development of sensory devices and the
enhancement of local computing powers, have lead to an inevitable reality of massive data (e.g., identity,
location, and trajectory) collection from vehicular users. Unfortunately, 5GVN are still confronted with
a variety of privacy threats. Such threats are targeted at users’ data, identity, location, and trajectory. If
not properly handled, such threats will cause unimaginable consequences to users. In this survey, we first
review the state-of-the-art of survey papers. Next, we introduce the architecture, features, and services of
5GVN, followed by the privacy objectives of 5GVN and privacy threats to 5GVN. Further, we present
existing privacy-preserving solutions and analyze them in-depth. Finally, we define some future research
directions to draw more attention and down-to-earth efforts into this new architecture and its privacy
issues.

INDEX TERMS Vehicular networks, 5G, privacy, privacy-preserving solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICULAR Network (VN) consists of a group of
vehicular users sharing real-time on-road data by

communicating with each other directly or to a Service
Provider (SP) via Road-Side Units (RSUs). The vehic-
ular user usually refers to a vehicle equipped with a
wireless-enabled On-Board Unit (OBU) and Electronic
Controlled Units (ECU), and a pedestrian holding a mobile
device. Such user-side equipment is manufactured with
computation powers and communication capabilities. After
registering to a Trusted Third Party (TTP) to obtain

credentials and keys, users can participate in the activi-
ties of VNs. Communication in VN includes Vehicle-to-
Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), and Vehicle-
to-Pedestrian (V2P) communications [1]. There are two
categories of communication technology: Dedicated Short-
Range Communications (DSRC) and Long Term Evolution
(LTE)-based Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) technology (i.e.,
LTE-based V2X or LTE-V) [2], [3]. Following a specific
communication protocol, a vehicular user can submit a report
to the SP as a contributing worker and submit a request as a
querier.
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Providingmany benefits to users, VN has transformed tradi-
tional and isolated transportation into a modern and connected
one in the new era of communications by linking the physi-
cal vehicular world to the digital world. It has revolutionized
how modern vehicles are manufactured, purchased, and oper-
ated. Typical vehicular services are navigation [4], [5], [6],
ride-hailing [7], [8], [9], smart parking [10], [11], [12], road
monitoring [13], [14], [15], and Vehicular Digital Forensics
(VDF) [16], [17], [18]. Navigation enables a requesting user
to obtain an optimal route(s) from a pick-up location to
a destination. Two popular navigation services are Google
Maps [19] andWaze [20]. Ride-hailing allows a rider to find an
available independent driver of ride services nearby and take
her/him to a destination. Among the multiple Ride-Hailing
Services (RHSs), Uber and DiDi are the most favored ones
in United States [21] and China [22], respectively. Smart
parking updates the occupation conditions of parking lots
and distributes the parking lots to cruising drivers who are
requesting to park. We are also witnessing the emergence of
smart parking practices [23], [24], [25]. Traffic monitoring
assists the local transportation department to timely acquire
the conditions of road information (road traffic and road
surface). It shares real-time road information with vehicular
users through a public platform. The market of in-vehicle
services is estimated to be worth 60 million by 2023 and
covering numerous domains such as health, road safety, secu-
rity, fuel economy, and insurance liability [26]. VDF collects
transmitted messages in VNs in a cloud-based storage or in
a blockchain [27], [28], [29], guaranteeing that the vehicular
data are verifiable and users’ actions are accountable. We
can consider VDF as a useful mechanism of keeping track
of the data in the above-mentioned four services and further
securing the underlying motivations.
Reports say that there will be more than two billion vehi-

cles on roadways worldwide by 2050 [30] and the global
in-vehicle infotainment market will reach USD 54.8 billion
by 2027 [31]. Moreover, the overwhelming rise of electric
vehicles, such as Tesla [32] and Nio [33], has boosted the
vehicle industry once again. Therefore, it is widely acknowl-
edged that VNs with ubiquitous connectivity, ultra-reliable
and low-latency transmissions [34] have profoundly impacted
our daily lives.
The fifth generation communication [35] is a new access

technology and a user-centric concept that addresses the
application requirements of all the players in the dig-
ital world [34]. It does not change the existing com-
munications architecture but offers a unifying platform
that leverages existing techniques to provide multiple
services to the users with different application require-
ments. 5G utilizes the newly assigned spectrum to sup-
port new air interfaces and access techniques. The basic
building blocks of 5G include the technology to dis-
cover and provide services using proximity information,
software defined networks, network slicing, millimeter-
wave communications, and mobile edge computing
(MEC) [34].

FIGURE 1. The Architecture of 5G-Supported Vehicular Networks.

The existing communication technologies such as LTE
and LTE-advanced have already paved the way for the
adoption of V2X communications to 5G [36] by provid-
ing flexible and cost-effective solutions [37]. 5G features
extremely high bandwidth, ultra low latency, and high den-
sity connections [2], which can support promising vehicular
services. In 5GVN as depicted in Fig. 1, which is transform-
ing the current transportation into intelligent transportation
systems (ITS) [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], vehicular users
will enjoy diverse, low-latency, highly reliable services due
to the advanced hardware, enhanced computation powers,
and improved communication capabilities.
A large-scale analysis of vehicular data can lead to valu-

able insights that address public transportation challenges
and come across new scientific discoveries [43]. However,
as a nontrivial combination and extension built upon exist-
ing infrastructures and technologies, it is inevitable that some
issues remain in 5GVNs, especially privacy issues [44], [45],
[46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51]. SPs may have malicious or
mischievous employees who steal users’ data and sell them
to the black market. Edge nodes are deployed by SPs, which
makes them not trustworthy, and they are also exposed in
the field, being vulnerable to be compromised. New sen-
sors and interfaces on vehicles expand the attack surfaces
for adversaries to remotely monitor transmitted messages
and even access vehicles [37]. Consequently, new privacy
challenges arise and they should be further investigated in
5GVNs. Although user-side devices have been upgraded
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to a high level, they still have some vulnerabilities to be
exploited [52], [53], [54], [55], [56].
For example, Tesla’s in-car cameras are used to alert

drivers when the drivers are not focusing on the road.
However, some Tesla cars transmit video footage of in-
car people from in-car cameras [57]. A forensic engineer
helped a technology columnist access the contents of his
Chevrolet’s infotainment computer. They found that the data
in the Infotainment system contain precise locations, phone
call record, and contact list. To make things worse, the
system reports data to General Motors over an always-on
Internet connection [58]. Another example is that we always
carry a smartphone anywhere we go nowadays including
when we are driving, but it is possible to detect whether
a driver is drunk driving by monitoring the driver’s behav-
iors via smartphones [59]. Furthermore, it is also practical
to infer a user’s location just by reading the smart phone’s
aggregate power consumption [55].
Existing privacy-preserving mechanism in cloud computing

can be leveraged to address some of the privacy issues, yet
5GVN has its own privacy challenges due to its distinctive
features, such as diverse data sources, large data volume, high
transmission speed. 5GVN collects data from more vehicles
and handhold devices which surely lead to all kinds of data
sources and a great amount of data. Along with the high-speed
transmission afforded by 5G, 5GVN will certainly pose more
requirements on processing efficiency. The advent of new
architectures, techniques, and services in 5GVN will generate
higher privacy risks for users. Moreover, the integration of
technologies with 5GVNs will expose the networks to more
privacy challenges [36]. Unfortunately, the privacy issues in
5GVN have not been systematically identified and the privacy
solutions used in previous generations will not suffice for
5G [36]. Therefore, studying privacy objectives of 5GVN
and privacy threats to 5GVN ate quite important prior to the
design and implementation of 5GVN services.
This survey first anatomizes the 5GVN architecture and its

features, services, privacy objectives and threats, and state-
of-the-art solutions. Next, we give a brief introduction of
5G technology, followed by the architecture and features of
5GVN. We introduce some popular and distinctive services of
5GVN, including navigation, ride-hailing, smart parking, road
monitoring, and vehicular digital forensics. We also discuss
the privacy objectives, including data privacy, identity privacy,
location privacy, and trajectory privacy. Then, we discuss the
privacy threats to 5GVN, including eavesdropping, man-in-
the-middle, tampering, forgery, spam, impersonation, sybil,
jamming, collusion, and inference attack. We review some
popular andwell-acknowledgedprivacy-preserving techniques
and show how they achieve the privacy objectives. We also
give our insights on their highlights and disadvantages. Finally,
we present open research directions.
The remainder of the survey is organized as follows. In

Section II, we discuss the difference between this survey
and the existing ones. We review the architecture, fea-
tures, and services of 5GVN in Section III. We discuss

privacy objectives and privacy threats in Section IV and
Section V, respectively. We introduce privacy-preserving
solutions for 5GVNs in Section VI. We discuss future
research directions in Section VII and conclude our survey in
Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review some state-of-the-art articles.
They are focused on discussing security and privacy issues
in vehicular ad hoc network, fog computing, vehicular
crowdsensing, 5G, 5G V2X, 5G-enabled vehicular networks,
vehicular cloud computing, and V2X.
Qu et al. [45] provided background of Vehicular Ad Hoc

Network (VANET) including requirements of security and
privacy, challenges, types of adversaries. Specifically, they
stated that authentication in a mobile environment of high
mobility vehicles poses a privacy risk to users because the
network will know the locations of a specific user at a spe-
cific time. Then, they classified and discussed advantages and
disadvantages of three commonly used anonymous authen-
tication methods. Next, they discussed the tradeoff between
security and privacy.
Ni et al. [46] reviewed the model and features of Fog

Computing (FC) and discussed its utility in services such as
real-time services, transient storage, data dissemination and
decentralized computation. They classify fog-based Internet-
of-Things (IoT) services based on fog nodes. They also
discuss security and privacy threats to IoT services and
demonstrate requirements on security and privacy in FC.
Finally, they show technical challenges to secure FC and
revisit existing solutions.
Ni et al. [47] introduced the architecture of fog-based

vehicular crowdsensing and some applications, including
parking navigation, road monitoring, and traffic collision
reconstruction. Then, they discussed the security assurance,
privacy preservation, and incentive fairness in fog-based
vehicular crowdsensing as well as present some existing solu-
tions to address these issues. Next, they give some possible
future research directions to call for more attention.
Ahmad et al. [36] studied the state of the art of security in

5G networks. They first looked into security threats and solu-
tions for the previous network generations. They presented
security threats in 5G network and introduced existing solu-
tions and some research directions. They also provide a brief
description of post-5G cellular technologies and correspond-
ing security vulnerabilities, i.e., security in communication
networks beyond 5G (XG).
Lu et al. [48] also provided some background information

of VANETs and some security services. Specifically, they con-
centrated on reviewing anonymous authentication schemes and
discussed some location privacy-preserving protection mech-
anisms of achieving preserving vehicles’ privacy and service
quality simultaneously. Next, they comprehensively analyzed
different trust management models in VANETs. Finally, they
presented the latest simulation platforms.
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Lu et al. [37] reviewed the architecture of 5G V2X and
some use cases of 5G V2X including cooperative aware-
ness, cooperative sensing, cooperative maneuvering. They
discussed some trust, security, and privacy issues in 5G
V2X as well as the potential attacks. Then, they analyzed
the state-of-the-art solutions and expounded how to achieve
trust, security, and privacy in each solution. Finally, they
show some research directions and expect more attention on
5G V2X services.
Lai et al. [2] introduced the infrastructure of 5G-enabled

vehicular networks. They showed the critical security and
privacy aspects of V2X in LTE. Specifically, they chose 5G-
enabled autonomous platoon as a use case and discussed its
security and privacy issues. They presented some alterna-
tive solutions, including group setup, key management, and
message authentication. They also described the security and
privacy issues in 5G-enabled vehicular networks.
Masood et al. [49] gave a state-of- the-art review of

Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) including its architecture,
features, and services. They presented the attacker model in
VCC and discussed the security and privacy issues in VCC
in a layered approach: physical resource layer, V2X network
layer, and vehicular cloud layer, and a complete system
level. Then, they provided corresponding attacks and coun-
termeasures. Next, they pointed out challenges and research
directions.
Ghosal and Conti [1] presented a comprehensive overview

of solutions in V2X, focusing on its the security issues.
They introduced main features of V2X and standardization
techniques. They explored security requirements and chal-
lenges of V2X. Further, they classified and discussed existing
security solutions. Finally, they gave possible and promising
research directions of V2X especially related to security.
In contrast to the these surveys, we present a compre-

hensive analysis on privacy requirements and challenges in
5GVN, including (1) architecture and features of 5GVN,
(2) typical services of 5GVN, (3) privacy requirements and
challenges of 5GVN, and their existing solutions; (4) insights
on the privacy issues that the state-of-the-art solutions can-
not tackle due to 5G’s features; (5) future research directions
of privacy preservation in 5GVN, including user-defined
privacy, privacy computing, zero trust, and standardization.

III. OVERVIEW OF 5G-ENABLED VEHICULAR
NETWORKS
In this section, we first provide building blocks of 5G, then
we present the architecture of 5GVN as well as its key
features. Specifically, we introduce five typical vehicular
services, namely navigation, ride-hailing, smart parking, road
monitoring, and VDF. We further discuss their new function
requirements and privacy under 5GVN.

A. 5G
The proliferation of digital infotainment services and smart
devices (e.g., smartphones, laptops) has intensified the crowd
demand for high-rate services [60]. 5G is a new access

TABLE 1. Acronym and definition.

technology and a user-centric concept that addresses the
application requirements of all the “digital” users’ require-
ments [34]. It is also a collective and enormous effort
to specify, standardize, design, manufacture, and deploy
the next cellular network generation [61]. However, as
extremely transformative as it seems, it does not change
the existing communications architecture but leverages exist-
ing techniques on a unifying platform. 5G is not a simple
improvement over its predecessors but a significative leap
forward regarding data rates, latency, and network relia-
bility [62]. It is envisioned to support the inundation of
data traffic with lessened energy consumption and advanced
Quality of Service (QoS) [60].
New mobile generations are allocated new frequency

bands and wider spectral bandwidth per frequency chan-
nel (1G/30 KHz, 2G/200 kHz, 3G/5 MHz, and 4G/20
MHz) [63]. 5G, the next telecommunication standard based
on 4G, aims for a higher capacity. While 4G was designed
to offer mobile broadband communications, 5G strives for
becoming a key asset in the introduction of the digital
technologies [61]. The building blocks of 5G include the
technology to offer services using proximity information,
software defined networks, network slicing, millimeter-wave
communications, and mobile edge computing [34]. It has
some requirements defined by the Next Generation Mobile
Network (NGMN), such as improved coverage, data rates of
10s of Mb/s for 10s of thousands of users, and significantly
reduced latency, etc. [63]. In other words, 5G can meet diver-
sified service requirements, including logically independent
network slicing, radio access networks reconstruction, core
network architecture simplification, and automatic network
service implementation [64].
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5G is also expected to stimulate the evolution, especially
in-depth digitalization, of multiple societal and economic
fields [61] such as entertainment [65], energy [66], health-
care [67], Industry 4.0 [68], [69], [70], and automotive [71].
As a result, a wide range of advanced and novel use cases
and business models will emerge with 5G innovation. Not
only will 5G creates many opportunities for these fields,
but it poses new privacy challenges toward business models,
technologies, and privacy. Meanwhile, the 5G development
will drive the academic community to put efforts into esti-
mate future demands and pinpoint potential problems. It will
prompt the industry community to develop and implement
more systems and platforms in 5GVN.

B. ARCHITECTURE
5GVN architecture can be split into three layers: vehicle
layer at the bottom (layer I), network layer in the middle
(layer II), and application layer at the top (layer III), as
depicted in Fig. 1. The three layers are displayed in the
order of service cycle. Vehicular users communicate from
layer I through layer II to interact with services in layer III.
In the vehicle layer, vehicles collect real-time on-road

information such location, speed, fuel temperature, road sur-
face condition, and road traffic. The collection is enabled
by using automobile sensors including GPS, vehicle speed
sensor, fuel temperature sensor, and monitor [72]. These
sensors are the main data source in 5GVN, yet there are
some complementary sources such as in-vehicle smartphones
equipped with rich sensors, roadside sensors, and pedes-
trians carrying a smartphone. To achieve communications
between different entities, many communication technolo-
gies are adopted. Vehicles communicate with each other
via Device-to-Device (D2D) millimeter-wave (mmWave),
DSRC, and LTE-V-Direct.
Vehicles can access the core network in the network

layer through intermediaries, i.e., RSUs or 5G/4G base sta-
tions. The network layer contains all players of the 5G core
network, namely, TTP, SPs, and cloud. The TTP is responsi-
ble for managing identities, keys, and certificates of vehicular
users for a variety of services. The SPs provide to users vari-
ous services from a global perspective which can be extracted
and put in the application layers. We will introduce them in
Section III-D. The cloud has strong computing capabilities
and abundant storage space. It can be accessed by users any
time any where. The cloud receives data from intermediaries
and conduct request/response matching and analysis on the
data to return results to corresponding users.
Each of the three layers is scalable, meaning that it is

expandable to adjust to new vehicular demands. For example,
in the vehicle layer, a new user can register to the TTP and
then participate in some vehicular activities. In the network
layer, it is possible to upgrade an existing RSU and deploy
new base stations. In the application layer, if a new service
is developed, it can be made accessible to users through the
cloud. The three layers constitute a dynamic 5GVN which
has several distinctive features.

C. FEATURES
A problem in the current vehicular communication stan-
dards (i.e., IEEE 802.11p) [73] is the absence of spectrum,
low latency, and ultra reliable transmission of periodic
communications [34]. 5G sheds light on new possibil-
ities of communication and is integrating with many
services. It also facilitates further research on all aspects
of 5GVN, including infrastructure, efficiency, security, and
privacy. 5GVN is a new framework that delivers vehicular
services with improved QoS. The main feature of 5GVN
is to process vehicular data for users by leveraging fog
computing [46], [74], [75] and cloud computing to provide
benefits in data collection, computation, and communication.
5GVN has eight prominent features, as shown in Fig. 2.
There are many features of 5GVN. In this work, we only
list the main features that are related to services and privacy.
1) Diverse Data Sources: The development of 5G enables

various devices to use multiple radio access tech-
nologies [76], [77] to communication in 5GVN. The
technology refinement and cost reduction of modern
industry have further promoted the ubiquity of smart
devices among vehicular user. For example, many
smartphones support 5G lately, e.g., Xiaomi [78] and
iPhone [79]. Inevitably, 5GVN will embrace devices
manufactured with varying configurations.

2) Huge User Number: The ubiquity of smart devices
and the need for real-time services will promote user
participation in 5GVN. As China Telecom reported,
its 5G user numbers were 10.73 million by the end
of February, 2020 [80]. Meanwhile, electric vehicles
reduce oil use by more than 1 million barrels a day
in U.S. by 2035 [81] which will incentivise pro-
curement. Business Insider Intelligence predicted that
connected vehicle shipments will amount to 77 million
by 2025 [82].

3) Large Data Volume: Along with the source diversity
and user increment, 5GVN confronts an astonishing
large volume of data. According to China Telecom, it
has data usage growing 16.8% and average revenue
per user up 6.5 percent compared with pre-migration
levels [80]. StreetLight process billions of location
records in North America every month to illuminate
traffic patterns to acquire how vehicular users move
on roads [83].

4) Ultra Reliable Transmission: 5GVN is more reliable
than 4G-supported VN. There is a requirement of
extremely reliable communications in 5G, i.e., 10−7

packet loss probability and reliability of 99.999% [84].
To enhance the reliability of V2X communication, it
is recommended to utilize slicing [85], [86], [87] and
mobile edge computing [88], [89], [90]. The ultra reli-
ability of 5GVN will support high precision services,
e.g., autonomous vehicular communications.

5) High Transmission Speed: 5G is significantly faster
than 4G. It aims at latency times of a few milliseconds
and supports peak data rates of up to 300 Mbps [91].
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FIGURE 2. Main features of 5GVN.

5GVN will allow vehicular users to enjoy services
of high-speed. For example, in-vehicle movie down-
load time will decrease from minutes to seconds.
Opensignal data says that 5G download speeds from
the three U.S. operators range from 47 Mbps to
58 Mbps [92].

6) Location Awareness: The fine-grained location of a
user (device) is traceable to support rich services for
users. 5G positioning [93] is an integral part of 5G
which improves the positioning accuracy down to the
centimeter [94]. To achieve the excellent accuracy,
5G utilizes a wide bandwidth for better time resolu-
tion, new frequency bands in the mm-wave range and
massive MIMO for precise angle measurement [95].

7) Decentralization: 5GVN supports a decentralized
architecture such that in certain services there are
no centralized servers. Vehicular users communicate
only to the RSUs or base stations at the network
edge, which does not need to report to any cloud
servers. These mini-servers at edge self-organize to
cooperatively offer real-time services to users.

8) Large-Scale VN Services Support: The core function
of 5GVN is to support large-scale VN services of
high QoS. Besides the fact that traditional VN has
already generated numerous services, 5GVN will not
only optimize existing services to the next level, but
also produce more new services to users. Such services
include but not limited to navigation, ride-hailing,
smart parking, traffic monitoring, and vehicular digital
forensics.

D. SERVICES
Due to rich information exchange among vehicles, pedestri-
ans, infrastructure, and servers, 5GVN significantly improves
traffic efficiency and driving safety, and offers infotainment
services [37]. Now we introduce five typical services of
5GVN, including navigation, ride-hailing, smart parking,
traffic monitoring, and vehicular digital forensics as depicted
in Fig. 3. The first four services are common in our daily
lives, and they contribute a lot of real-time and sensitive

vehicular data to 5GVN. The last service is a service platform
that searches targeted information from the four services and
feeds modern vehicular investigation [96], [97] with these
information.

1) NAVIGATION

As one of the most common services of 5GVN, navigation
provides an optimal route to a requesting vehicular user. Such
a user first submits a starting location and a destination to a
navigation service provider. The provider checks the traffic
database and computes an optimal route based on a shortest
distance algorithm. Finally, the provider returns the route to
the user. Navigation is important to users when they are eager
to find a driving route or walking route. A good navigation
service will help users bypass congested roads and save
traveling time.

2) RIDE-HAILING

In traditional taxi services, riders suffer from deficiency
of drivers. Cloud computing and smartphones have alle-
viated this situation by the shining advent of ride-hailing.
Nowadays, ride-hailing is already one of the most popu-
lar vehicular services [98]. It helps riders find a ride and
save waiting time, facilitates drivers to money by taking
ride orders, and assists ride-hailing companies in making
profit by charging commission from drivers. The benefits of
ride-hailing are obvious. It improves vehicle utility, reduces
automobile exhaust, and optimizes traffic efficiency.

3) SMART PARKING

Smart parking is another appealing vehicular service that
aims to help cruising drivers quickly find an available park-
ing spot. With the growth of gasoline vehicles and electric
vehicles, it is more and more difficult for drivers to park their
vehicles, especially when the number of parking lots does not
increase proportionately. As an intermediary, a smart parking
platform dynamically update the status of each parking lot
and respond to drivers’ parking requests. Smart parking is
categorized into public parking [10], [11] and private park-
ing [12]. The first one only provides parking spots in public
regions, such as supermarket and cinema, while the sec-
ond one utilizes parking spots from private sectors including
residence community.

4) ROAD MONITORING

In road monitoring, a road monitoring service provider
collects traffic reports from contributing vehicular users
to acquire real-time road information, and provides road
information to requesting vehicular users. According to the
type of road information, road monitoring is classified into
road traffic monitoring [13], [15] and road surface moni-
toring [14]. When compared to navigation, road monitoring
can be considered as a building block of navigation, i.e.,
a service provider invokes road monitoring to acquire nec-
essary information to energize navigation. In addition, road
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FIGURE 3. Services of 5GVN.

monitoring is valued as a powerful tool for the transporta-
tion department and construction department to fuel city
planning.

5) VEHICULAR DIGITAL FORENSICS

VDF [99] originates from digital forensics to make user
activities accountable in VN. It concerns how data are col-
lected, stored, updated, and accessed. First, data authenticity
needs to be guaranteed before data are collected. Afterward,
the process of data storage determines whether the data
can be retrieved successfully. Next, updating data, e.g., add
and delete, should leave a trace or a piece of evidence
for future auditing. Further, the policy on who can access
which part of a dataset must be developed. Finally, each
access must be recorded in a centralized manner [100] or
a distributed manner [17], [106]. Specifically, blockchain-
based VDF has drawn much attention. Instead of storing
forensic data in a cloud, several stakeholders maintain a
consortium blockchain [27], [101], [102] to protect the
chain-of-custody.
VDF leverages multiple sources, e.g., vehicle speed sensor

and brake, to accurately track the data flow corresponding to
the initial human behaviors. Such human behaviors are not
easy to capture directly, making an automatic and precise
examination extremely important when road accidents hap-
pen. Therefore, VDF is crucial for liability cognizance and
vehicular crime fighting, given that we are now living in a
big data era [103], [104], [105], [106], [107] and we are
faced with all kinds of true and fake information. Although
corresponding techniques of locating authentic data logic
are not in their maturity, VDF is destined to gain more
attention.

IV. PRIVACY OBJECTIVES OF 5G-SUPPORTED
VEHICULAR NETWORKS
Privacy has been given many definitions and standards. In
a word, privacy is the things that you want to keep from
others. Privacy remains a fundamental issue in any commu-
nication systems since the awareness of privacy protection.
It resembles the concept of confidentiality in modern cryp-
tography [108] but has its own characters. Privacy is more
about analyzing user data while not leaking user’s sensitive
information to the analyzer or adversary. Protecting privacy
is out of the users’ perspective and is also not on the stake-
holders’ to-do list. However, privacy protection increases the
acceptance by users and developers [109]. In other words,
it is a value-added feature for the stakeholders’ services,
which will help them to enhance their commercial models
for bigger revenues [36].
The 5G appearance will open up new privacy threat

to users, and the integration of technologies with 5GVN
services will expose users to more privacy challenges. In
this section, we examine some main privacy objectives of
5GVN. They are data privacy, identity privacy, location pri-
vacy, and trajectory privacy. We note that these privacy
objectives have been addressed in current solutions, the suc-
cessful deployment of 5GVN need to address new privacy
challenges.

A. DATA PRIVACY
Data privacy [110], [111], [112] aims to protect user data
against passive/eavesdropping adversaries. Intuitively, it is
equal to confidentiality and only requires simple asymmetric
or symmetric encryption to secure the data. However, we
argue that data privacy has more to put on the table. In some
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cases, data privacy includes location privacy and trajectory
privacy. For better readability, we focus on confidentiality
and access control when referring to data privacy in this
work.

• Confidentiality: Confidentiality is one of the traditional
security requirement along with integrity and authenti-
cation. It requires that an adversary cannot know the
contents of user data, e.g., key, request, and response.
This objective is rather straightforward and is achiev-
able by using encryption chosen from a reservoir of
cryptographic primitives. Note that we focus on pri-
vacy in this work, readers are referred to [36] for more
introduction on security.

• Access Control: To make confidentiality a little bit com-
plicated, access control realizes a further decryption
management on a group of users when they are access-
ing a dataset. This is raised in VN from the fact that
some vehicular users with a set of attributes are only
allowed to access certain services or data.

B. IDENTITY PRIVACY
Identity is the key information that is used to recognize a
person. It is probably the most sensitive information that
a user may want to hide. In VN, identities are used when
users are requesting services and are asked to authenticate
themselves.
Identity privacy [113], [114], [115] targets to protect users’

real identities including name, cellphone number, license
plate number, credential, and cryptographic key. In order to
prove the participation quality, a user first provides her/his
identity to a TTP to receive a token and then uses this token
for authentication. There are two aspects of identity privacy:
anonymity and unlinkability.

• Anonymity: A user’s identity should be hidden during
vehicular activities from others, including the service
provider, RSUs, and other users. It means that a user
either does not use her/his identity or proves the identity
by using zero-knowledge proofs.

• Unlinkability: Unlinkability extends anonymity to the
requirement that a user’s messages, e.g., requests and
responses, are not linkable. To hide an identity once
may not be difficult, but to cut off the relation between
two messages that includes the same identity is not
trivial.

C. LOCATION PRIVACY
Locations are used in a large number of location-based
services [116], [117], [118]. Users submit a location to SPs
to receive corresponding services, such as location recom-
mendation [119] and friend finding [120]. Generally, users
send locations to different SPs without any encryption or
sanitation, which leaves a huge loophole. Even if a location
can be encrypted and sent via a public channel, the SP will
eventually see it after decryption. Location is not identity in
the sense that it looks harmless to users regarding character

recognition. Unfortunately, a specific location (e.g., home,
work, frequent stops) reflects a user’s activity. For example,
a user suddenly visits a cancer hospital twice a week, indi-
cating that the user has cancer or just sees a patient who has
cancer. Since activities are linked to users’ privacy, it is safe
to say that location is a part of user privacy as well. Sending
a sensitive location to an SP without any pre-processing will
result in a privacy breach.
Location privacy refers to location indistinguishabil-

ity [121], [122], [123]. If an adversary cannot tell which
location belongs to a target user, we say that location pri-
vacy is preserved. This is achieved by adding a random
noise to the location, forging dummy locations, lever-
aging k-anonymity and cloaking, and adopting a widely
acknowledged privacy standard differential privacy [124].

D. TRAJECTORY PRIVACY
A trajectory, i.e., a human mobility trace
[125], [126], [127], [128], is a series of locations.
Users submit a sequence of locations to SPs of a sport
app [129] and trajectory collection project [21], [130].
Unlike the independence of a location, a trajectory describes
how a user moves with time. This observation reveals more
than just the sensitivity of a single location, but a moving
pattern of a user. For example, say we have a user who
successively visits a park, a restaurant, a cinema, and an
apartment building. This location sequence speaks with a
high probability for the user’s eating preferences and home.
To make things worse, it shows a typical pattern of a date
that is inferred by the sequence of locations.
Trajectorypublicationservicesareclassified intopublication

of one trajectory [131] and publication of a set of trajecto-
ries [132]. Therefore, trajectory privacy [133], [134], [135]
refers to location indistinguishability and trajectory indistin-
guishability. Given that locations are correlated [136], it is
more difficult to protect trajectory privacy.

E. THE ROAD AHEAD FOR 5GVN PRIVACY
The various privacy requirements apply to many 5GVN
applications [2] as they share a similar system model or
communication standards. However, when facing a specific
application, we should look deep into its functional require-
ments that may have complicated its privacy requirements.
Beside the existing attacks, we will face new privacy threats
as well. Therefore, careful considerations are in need.
Since 5G is not merely an enhancive version of 4G, pri-

vacy mechanisms should also be re-considered based on the
new architecture and service requirements of 5G. Motivated
by the vision of secure 5G systems that are outlined by
NGMN [137], [138], we give three similar design prin-
ciples: (1) flexible privacy services, (2) supreme built-in
privacy, and (3) privacy automation. The design objective
is that 5G services must provide highly guaranteed pri-
vacy against various attacks. The privacy mechanisms are
flexible for integrating new technologies and using suited
privacy-enhancing techniques at different layers or network
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FIGURE 4. Threats in 5GVN.

perimeters. Privacy by design is inevitable because 5G
services converge diverse techniques, introducing privacy
vulnerabilities in the network. The diversity of services and
techniques necessitated the automated privacy to ingeniously
adapt and adjust to users and threats [36].

V. PRIVACY THREATS TO 5G-SUPPORTED VEHICULAR
NETWORKS
5GVN is faced with cyber attacks [37], [46], [49] due to
its open architecture. Since 5GVNs are built upon VNs of
the previous communication generations, they still inherit
various privacy threats. These threats are raised from both
external and internal. We introduce some typical privacy
threats in the following subsections: eavesdropping, man-
in-the-middle, impersonation, collusion, identity revealing,
deanonymization/reidentification, tracing, and inference. We
map them to privacy objectives in Fig. 4.

A. EAVESDROPPING
Due to the broadcast and open nature of wireless communi-
cation, a malicious adversary eavesdrop on open communi-
cation channels to easily capture data packets by installing
a receiver by the roadside. The data packets include mes-
sages sent among vehicles, pedestrians, and RSUs. Next, the
adversary attempts to reveal the underlying contents. This
threat is passive but still effective when the data packets are
not encrypted. Even though they are encrypted, it is yet to
trace the source and the destination of data packets [139].

B. MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK
An adversary is assumed to posit in the middle of two vehic-
ular entities (including vehicular user, RSU, etc.) to relay
or falsify the transmitted data between them. Under this
attack, the two vehicular entities still assume that they are
in direct communication with each other. If such a man-
in-the-middle attack is successful and it will continue to
acquire data contents and even sensitive information of the
two entities.

C. IMPERSONATION
An adversary attempts to impersonate a legal vehicle user
to communicate with another legal vehicle user and look for

sensitive information. It can also impersonate a legal RSU
or SP to receive reports and queries from vehicular users.
To successfully initiate this attack, the adversary should be
able to steal or forge an authentication credential. The con-
sequences of an impersonation attack are more severe than
the above two attacks and the attack opens a possibility for
more attacks.

D. COLLUSION
In a collusion attack, two or more malicious entities share
information to deceive other legal vehicular entities or gain
information of a target vehicular user. For example, a driver
colludes with SP to identify an anonymous rider in a RHS.
A group of colluding drivers send false traffic reports to an
RSU and fake a traffic jam [140].

E. IDENTITY REVEALING
After collecting a vehicular user’s data packets, an adver-
sary attempts to reveal the user’s identity by analyzing the
data packets. In some cases, identity is not involved in
the transmitted messages, the adversary can only recover
a key or credential of the user. It has to leverage some side
information to link the recovered information to the identity.

F. DEANONYMIZATION/REIDENTIFICATION
Besides identity revealing attack, the adversary can only be
interested in deanonymize a vehicular user from a pool of
collected data packets. It needs to analyze the data packages
and find correlations between them.

G. TRACING
By tracing, we mean two types of tracking attacks. The first
one is an adversary eavesdropping on communication chan-
nels to locate the source the destination of data packets. The
second one is an adversary monitoring a specific vehicular
user to track her/his future locations. In a tracing attack, the
adversary does not have to learn the data contents if tracing
is successful.

H. INFERENCE
Holding some background knowledge, an adversary aims to
learn various knowledge about a vehicular user by identifying
the user’s messages from collected messages and acquiring
a unique pattern of the user. The target knowledge include
location, health condition, diet preference, etc.

VI. PRIVACY-PRESERVING 5G-SUPPORTED VEHICULAR
NETWORKS
In Section IV, we have discussed privacy objectives of
5GVN. In this Section, we will follow that classification
and introduce privacy-preserving solutions correspondingly.
In each subsection, we arrange the order of solutions accord-
ing to their service types. To favor readability, we list some
distinguished privacy-preserving solutions according to their
service type in Table 2. We refer the interested reader to the
references for more detailed information.
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TABLE 2. 5GVN Applications.

A. DATA PRIVACY
Chim et al. [4] utilized proxy re-encryption to allow an
RSU to re-encrypt the ciphertext of a vehicle’s master key
encrypted under the public key of the trusted authority into
a new ciphertext of the same master key encrypted under the
public key of the vehicle. This enables translation of cipher-
texts, i.e., an update of an vehicle’s master key via RSUs,
while the RSUs do not know the data contents due to the
property of proxy re-encryption [166], [167]. The vehicles
encrypt their navigation request by using asymmetric encryp-
tion. Wang et al. [5] first used ElGamal cryptosystem [168]
to encrypt a secret key and then encrypted navigation queries
with AES encryption and the secret key. The RSU that
receives the ciphertext recovered the secret key to decrypt
the navigation query.
TRACE [142] protected the sensitive data of RHS

provider, i.e., space division, based on a quadtree structure
and symmetric encryption. To obtain the density of drivers
and rides, the provider had to divide the ride service area
into subregions and optimize the space division periodically

through analyzing users’ locations. The privacy breach of the
space division information would disclose business secrets
and cause economic costs. The provider encrypted the space
division, which was further stored at rider/driver side until
it was updated. After a driver is assigned to a rider, they
need a secure communication channel to negotiate a spe-
cific pick-up location. FICA [145] established a secret key
between a rider and a driver to enable secure communication.
pRide [143] used somewhat homomorphic encryption cryp-
tosystem and deep learning algorithms to achieve efficient
and private matching. PGRide [144] designed an encrypted
aggregate distance computation method based on somewhat
homomorphic encryption to compute the aggregate distances
from a set of riders to large-scale drivers.
Garra et al. [11] uses blind signatures [180] to prevent the

system server from knowing the signed data during e-coin
requesting. Therefore, an adversary cannot gain any use-
ful information about the e-coins when they are withdrawn.
PriParkRec [156] utilizes additive homomorphic encryp-
tion [169], [170] to allow aggregation of encrypted data.
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CLASC [14] proposes a certificateless aggregate sign-
cryption scheme to encrypt and aggregate road surface
condition reports sent by vehicles. Each vehicle signcrypts
a reports and sends it to an aggregator, e.g., RSU. The
aggregator aggregates received reports and verifies their sig-
natures in a batch. In the privacy-preserving cloud-based road
condition monitoring scheme [15], a vehicle encrypts the
road condition information with the root authority’s public
key. PPCS [158] leverages secureMmulti-Party Computation
(MPC) [171] to ensure the privacy of data processing. In data
collection, each vehicle randomly splits vehicular data into
two parts, and sends the two parts to two RSUs. Each of the
two RSUs computes an intermediate result and also splits the
result into two parts before sending them to which are sent
to two cloud platforms. The two cloud platforms secure data
processing to acquire road congestion rates and the spatial-
temporal correlation matrix. Roy and Madria [159] uses AES
encryption at vehicle side to encrypt vehicular data includ-
ing vehicle ID, location, and speed velocity, before sending
them via an RSU to the edge server. Each edge server adopts
the Schmidt-Samoa cryptosystem [172] to produce a pub-
lic/private key pair, which is used by nearby vehicles for
secure key exchange and identity broadcasting.
Insights: Although many encryption schemes provide data

privacy in VNs, their natural disadvantage that researchers
can possibly point out is low efficiency. With the advance-
ment of user-side devices regarding computational capability,
memory, and energy storage, most encryption schemes
are further supported. However, 5GVNs have significantly
improved the downloading speed, which in turn puts extra
pressure on local processing powers. Lightweight cryptogra-
phy [173], [174], [175] is a potential candidate to solve this
issue. It is tailored to be implemented efficiently on con-
strained devices including sensors and RFID tags. To fully
support processing a huge amount of data that a device or a
server will encounter, it still remains a challenge to testify
whether it could satisfy the new demands of 5GVN services.

B. IDENTITY PRIVACY
PiSim [6] utilizes anonymous authentication [176] to authen-
ticate users while not revealing their real identities. Each user
registers to a trusted authority to obtain a group secret key,
which is used to generate a temporary identity token for
authentication. If a user misbehaves, the proposed scheme
can disclose her/his real identity from the identity token
with the help of the trusted authority and guarantee con-
ditional privacy [10]. PiSim also integrates request-limiting
property [177] in authentication process to resist multiple
requesting attacks. Users’ service rates are controlled while
preserving their anonymity.
ORide [9] leverages the computationally efficient and

provably secure anonymous credentials light [178] based on
the DDH assumption to make users’ messages unlinkable.
Users have to request a set of Anonymous Credentials (ACs)
from the SP. One drawback of using ACs issued by the SP is

that the issuer, i.e., verifier, can de-anonymize users by corre-
lating time when ACs are created with the time they are used.
To solve this problem, the user are asked to choose the time
of requesting ACs carefully. PrivateRide [109] provides rider
anonymity and rider anonymity during logins, payments, and
reputation rating. A rider logins in the RHS by using an AC.
After a ride is over, the rider pays the SP with E-cash [179]
issued on settled denominations at a random time. A rider
and the matched driver exchange reputation tokens created
by blind signatures [180] to anonymously rate each other.
CoRide [148] constructs a consortium blockchain among dif-
ferent RHS providers. It preserves users’ identity privacy in
a conditional way [181] and only reveals a misbehaved user
if all providers are present. A user registers to a certificate
authority to receive an AC and stores her/his real identity
under multiple public encryption at a service provider. If the
user has some malicious behavior, the certificate authority
compute the secret key of the users from his/her AC and
then all the providers decrypt the pre-stored ciphertext to
recover the real identity. OLink [149] is a special RHS that
aims to address the privacy issues raised in a new function
order-linking, i.e., a driver who is taking a rider can take
the order of another rider who is near the current rider’s
destination. It allows riders and drivers to request several
certified pseudonyms used for identity authentication.
SPARK [10] provides convenient parking services to

drivers by employing RSUs to monitor and manage the
parking lots. It converts each vehicle’s real identifier into
a pseudo-ID via symmetric encryption. When a vehicle has
some malicious behaviors, the RSUs can learn the vehi-
cle’s real identifier by asking the trusted authority to decrypt
the pseudo-ID. ASAP [12] calls upon utilizing private park-
ing spots from residential communities and company-owned
parking spots to alleviate public parking problems. It lever-
ages a short randomizable group signature scheme [176] to
protect the identity privacy of cruising drivers and parking
spot suppliers. Each user registers to a trusted authority to
obtain a group secret key and the group public key. In each
driver querying/supplier reporting, a driver/supplier random-
izes the group secret key and computes an AC for anonymous
identity verification. ASAP also uses fixed denominations
and E-cash [180] to achieve anonymous payment from
drivers to suppliers. Huang et al. [152] protect drivers’
identity privacy by using zero-knowledge proofs [182] and
explicitly defend the double reservation attack, where an
anonymous driver repetitively sends reservation requests to
the parking service provider. In PrivAV [153], each user reg-
isters to the Automated Valet Parking (AVP) service provider
to acquire a service credential [183] and use the credential to
request AVP service without revealing identity information.
In the private parking scheme based on blockchain [154],
drivers and suppliers self-generate a random pseudonym and
a corresponding AC based on distributed anonymous cre-
dentials [184] and a blockchain. Such ACs improve the
privacy of traditional ACs by using blockchain to remove a
trusted certificate authority. PriParkRec [156] also resorts to
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decentralized anonymous credentials [184] for anonymous
authentication.
CLASC [14] asks users to select a random number and

multiply it by the group generator to compute a pseudo iden-
tity. Wang et al. [15] proposes a method to verify the source
when processing a road condition report. After a driver sends
a report to the cloud server, the cloud serve performs sound-
ness verification on the report to filter out fake information
sent by malicious drivers. PAM [140] is a privacy-preserving
traffic monitoring scheme with a false report filtering func-
tion. It utilizes BBS signature [185] to offer anonymous
authentication and conditional identity revealing.
Block4Forensic aims to offer a lightweight privacy-

preserving blockchain by covering all stakeholders such as
vehicle manufacturers, drivers, factories, and law enforce-
ment officers. It adopts pseudo identities from the vehicular
public key infrastructure model defined in IEEE 1609.2 to
satisfy user anonymity.
Insights: Traditional identity privacy-preserving mecha-

nisms, e.g., k-anonymity, have their own inherent deficiency
for only giving a generalization method to protect a user’s
privacy. Pseudonyms and ACs can hide users’ identity, but
have to solve the linkability problem. If they can be linked,
identity privacy is still at risk. Meanwhile, identity is always
correlated to the user’s activity, e.g., request and response.
Even if we manage to mask the identity and guarantee iden-
tity unlinkability, it would still be in vain if we cannot
eliminate the relation between identity and activity.

C. LOCATION PRIVACY
Li et al. [6] argue that repeatedly submitting the same loca-
tions to a navigation server will result in serious location
privacy violation even if differential privacy is leveraged
to perturb locations. In order to protect the drivers’ loca-
tion privacy, they transform querying a navigation route into
querying traffic congestion. Drivers have to request the traffic
congestion on each road section along their navigation route.
Next, they process locations by using privacy-preserving
multi-keyword fuzzy search [186]. Contributing drivers gen-
erate an traffic indicator and a secure index of locations,
while requesting drivers generate a trapdoor to match the
indexes stored at a nearby fog node. If the matching result,
i.e., inner product, is higher than a pre-defined threshold,
the corresponding indicators are returned to the requesting
drivers.
Aïvodji et al. [7] allow users to collaboratively calculate

common pick-up location and drop-off location via Private
Set Intersection (PSI) [187]. The two users build two private
input sets: integer identifiers of candidate pick-up loca-
tions and integer identifiers of candidate drop-off locations.
Next, they encrypt the inputs and learn only the com-
mon ridesharing locations via PSI. Performance is another
important service metric for ride-hailing. To protect location
privacy protection without sacrificing much performance,
Tong et al. [8] proposed a scheduling protocol. Riders are
first scheduled to a driver group by a jointly differentially

private optimization process according to the private dual
decomposition [188]. Next, a driver is assigned to each rider
to be served based on private rider assignment. ORide [9]
utilizes somewhat homomorphic encryption [189] to enable
operations over users’ ciphertexts without decrypting them.
A rider encrypts her location with a public key. The ride
sends the location zone, the public key, and the encrypted
location. The SP broadcasts the public key to drivers in
the location zone, which responds to the SP with their
encrypted locations. Next, the SP computes the encrypted
squared Euclidean distances between the rider and drivers.
PrivateRide [109] uses cloaking to hide the real pick-up loca-
tions. TRACE [142] protects locations by transforming them
into a square and then encrypting them with a quadtree and
random numbers. CoRide [148] facilitates private proxim-
ity test [190] to authenticate users’ locations and leverages
SkNN [191] to complete user matching. A rider collects envi-
ronmental signals within a certain area to compute a location
tag. Next, the rider inserts her public key into the location
tag for the proximity test. The drivers can recover this public
key correctly only if they are near the rider. Meanwhile, the
rider inserts her conditions and a destination into an indis-
tinguishable Bloom filter. A nearby driver computes two
trapdoors of conditions and a possible destination. An RSU
will finally complete the matching process by querying the
trapdoors to the Bloom filter. Calculating shortest distances
on massive road networks is computationally extensive. It is
also difficult to compute the nearest driver for a rider in the
ciphertext domain. To solve this problem, pRide [146] uses
road network embedding [192] and homomorphic encryp-
tion [193], [194], [195] to efficiently and privately compute
the shortest distances between users. It converts the cur-
rent road network into a higher embedding space and
estimates the road distance between users using their cor-
responding sketches. Homomorphic encryptions and garbled
circuits are further used to achieve privacy-preserving and
efficient user matching. Similarly, lpRide [147] achieves
efficient computation of shortest road distance over cipher-
texts based on road network embedding and a modified
Paillier cryptosystem. In OLink [149], an RSU conducts
user matching through querying a driver’s ride response
to a rider’s ride request by using secure k nearest neigh-
bor query [196]. Xie et al. [150] presented a ride-hailing
matching protocol to enable private distance computation
without a trusted third-party. They also realize distance com-
putation based on road network embedding and achieve
private ride-matching based on property-preserving hash.
Specifically, road network embedding vectors are encrypted
into bit-blocks through bilinear mapping. The rider service
provider privately conducts distance comparisons via bilinear
mappings.
ASAP [12] borrows a cloaking technique to cover a driver

or a supplier’s area. First, it divides Beijing’s map multiple
cells and expands a user’s location to cell index. The drivers
and suppliers send a cell index to the parking service provider
for matching. Second, the provider returns a result to the
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driver. The supplier and the driver know each other’s detailed
location when they negotiate successfully. P-SPAN [151]
uses AES encryption to protect the current location and the
destination of drivers. A driver first encrypts the location
information with a hash value of the server’s public key
exponentiate by a random number. The server decrypts the
received ciphertext with a hash value on the group generator
exponentiated by its secret key. Huang et al. [152] resort
to differential privacy to protect drivers’ location privacy.
They generate random noises from the geo-indistinguishable
mechanism [121] and add them to the drivers’ locations.
PrivAV [153] encrypts drivers’ current location based on
the AES encryption and encrypts the pickup code based
on the ElGamal encryption. Wang et al. [154] also make
use of cloaking to hide the real locations of drivers and
suppliers. DFPS [155] protects location privacy problems
with entropy-based cloaking. It conceals drivers’ destina-
tions from the parking dispatcher, which cannot associate
different parking requests sent by the same driver. Each
driver has a unique privacy profile, including a pseudonym
and k. The integer k means that a driver’s destination should
be indistinguishable among k − 1 neighbor destinations,
i.e., k−anonymous.
Since anonymous drivers can be tracked by linking anony-

mous location traces with other sources, Hoh et al. [13]
utilize virtual trip lines, i.e., geographical markers, to update
a position and speed when a probe vehicle drivers by. Instead
of asking contributing drivers to upload traffic reports period-
ically, virtual trip lines are deployed to avoid traffic updates
from sensitive locations. PAM [140] adopts range query pro-
cessing [196] and variant Bloom filters for local RSUs to
learn traffic conditions from encrypted driving reports with-
out sacrificing drivers’ location privacy. Each contributing
driver encodes her/his location and speed by prefix encod-
ing [197] and then inserts the encoded information with a
random number into a Bloom filter, which is an index. The
index is uploaded to an RSU which acquires the driver’s
location range and speed range by computing a trapdoor
and querying the trapdoor to the index.
Insights: Simple but common location privacy-preserving

techniques, e.g., cloaking, cannot provide rigorous privacy
guarantees in 5GVN. It is well-acknowledged to utilize dif-
ferential privacy [121] to perturb the real location to a noisy
one. However, enforcing differential privacy in 5GVN has
to address three issues in real deployment, i.e., correlation
with activity [136], repeated submission [198], [199], and
utility. Similar to identity privacy, if the inner correlation
with activity is exposed, users’ locations are endangered. If
one repeatedly uses differential privacy to submit the same
location, the privacy budget will eventually be consumed.
How to find the right balance between privacy and utility
is also another interesting topic. We notice that some works
only focus on location privacy while not protecting iden-
tity privacy [7]. It is also an important task to protect data
privacy, identity privacy, and location privacy at the same
time.

D. TRAJECTORY PRIVACY
TrPF [163] is a trajectory privacy-preserving framework that
improves the theoretical mix-zones model while integrating
a time factor based on graph theory. It divides the whole
trajectories into nonsensitive trajectory segments and sensi-
tive trajectory segments. It protects the sensitive trajectory
segments by using a mix-zones model and pseudonyms.
PROS [128] is a privacy-preserving route-sharing scheme
that allows vehicular friends to share real-time trajectories
in a navigation app. A group leader sends a group formation
request to a local RSU and several group members send a
group participation to a nearby RSU. The RSUs computes a
group via private equality test [200]. Finally, the leader and
her/his group members share their routes through commu-
nication protected by the same group communication key.
QLDS [164] is a trajectory privacy-preserving scheme with
utility guarantee. It records the critical query logics related
to personal privacy at user side client while storing the un-
clustered location tuples at server side. Next, 100 percent
trajectory reconstruction is performed at user side and pri-
vacy preservation is guaranteed at server side. RPTR [165] is
a trajectory privacy-preserving mechanism with differential
privacy. It utilizes a dynamic sampling approach to process
trajectories to meet the application load and practicability.
At the same time, it proposes a privacy budget allocation
scheme to better protect regions with high user density based
on regional privacy weight.
Insights: Trajectory privacy relies on location privacy,

except that it raises more challenges for a sequence pro-
tection. Not only the locations on the same trajectory is
generated by the same user, but they follow a mobility pat-
tern of a human. Therefore, it is quite tricky to design a
trajectory privacy-preserving solution given a specific 5GVN
service.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this section, we discuss five future research directions
in 5GVN as shown in Fig. 5: semantic privacy, user-defined
privacy, privacy computing, zero trust, and quantification and
standardization.
We first concentrate on discussing semantic privacy in

location privacy to advocate utilizing location semantics.
Meanwhile, it is also important to support user-defined pri-
vacy to meet different user requirements. This is extremely
urgent in the current digital world with various customized
services. Such services have promoted the idea of pri-
vacy computing which posits as a combination of existing
privacy-enhancing techniques and aims at addressing privacy
issues in extensive areas. Furthermore, trust will continue to
influence users’ behaviors and systems’ decision in 5GVN.
Reliable trust management is more appealing to both users
and systems. Last but not least, we need well-acknowledged
metrics to quantify privacy and expect to promote stan-
dardization when we are building a privacy-preserving
5GVN.
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FIGURE 5. Future Research Directions.

A. SEMANTIC PRIVACY
We first discuss semantic privacy [201], [202], [203] in loca-
tion privacy. Our observation is that protecting a location
merely based on differential privacy is not enough. This is
because a location is more than just two coordinates. Here,
by location, we mean an actual place, e. g., a restaurant,
a supermarket, and a hospital. Each location has its own
semantic meanings that can be classified into different cate-
gories, such as diet, life necessity, and health, corresponding
to the examples above. Furthermore, a location is not only
just geographically correlated to other locations, but seman-
tically attached to other locations. For example, a visit to a
hot pot restaurant is sometimes followed by a purchase in
an adjacent ice cream shop. Therefore, a semantically mean-
ingful location tells much about a user’s activity, let alone
a location with a specific time.
To protect location privacy while considering location

semantics, we should proceed in four steps. (1) Classifying
locations. We first give each location a semantic tag and
classify them into different semantic groups. (2) Semantic
distance computation. For two locations within the same
group and two locations belonging to two groups, we need
to compute the semantic distance between the two locations.
(3) Location selection. After comprehending the locations
semantically, we can select a set of candidate locations
to protect our real location by using a proper method.
(4) Performance evaluation. After obtaining a set of can-
didate locations, we have to validate their efficacy to see to
what extent we can lower the adversary’s expected estimation
error [204], [205].

B. USER-DEFINED PRIVACY
User-defined privacy [206], [207], [208] is not a new concept.
It allows users to define their privacy level and how much
privacy can be exposed in exchange for service quality. The
users can define their privacy level by two means. First,
we allow users to define their privacy level. For example,
a user can choose a grid of 50x50 meter2 or a grid of
100x100 meter2 to submit to a location server for a restaurant

recommendation service. The two different grids indicate two
different privacy levels where the first one is higher than the
second one. Second, we can recommend a privacy level for
users based on users’ choices.
In 5GVN services, users will come up with more

privacy demands which raise more requirements on privacy-
preserving solutions. Such demands include data accessibil-
ity, contact visibility, area range (as we explained above), and
period of validity. Data accessibility refers to which part of
a user’s uploaded data can be accessed. The privacy concern
behind this point is that a user may consider her data par-
tially sensitive, and she does not want anyone other than the
service provider to access it. Contact visibility means which
group of users can know the identity of activity of a user.
Since a user puts her contacts in different circles of trust, she
tends to hide her identity or activity from certain contacts.
It resembles access control [209], [210], [211] in modern
cryptography, but it requires a higher processing efficiency
toward a huge number of users. Period of validity addresses
the fact that a user can customize the expiration date of
her data. If she revokes consent or considers the uploaded
data unnecessary, she has the right to ask for secure data
deletion [212], [213], [214] from the service provider.

C. PRIVACY COMPUTING
Existing privacy-preserving solutions cannot provide sys-
tematic privacy preservation [215], given the new system
architecture and service requirements in 5GVNs. The new
concept Privacy Computing (PC) opens a new possibility to
address this issue. PC is a new technical framework that cov-
ers the whole life-cycle preservation of sensitive information.
Generally, PC is about a computing theory and methodology
that facilitates the processing of sensitive information in a
pervasive network. The four principles of privacy computing
are atomicity, consistency, sequence, and reversibility.
PC integrates three distinctive components, namely

Federated Learning (FL), Secure Multiparty Computation
(SMC), and Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). The
first two techniques compute a function of raw data
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information together without transferring the raw data.
In FL [216], [217], [218], the model training is distributed
over user devices, and each device conduces to the learn-
ing model by individually calculating the gradient with local
training data. FL supports data privacy and a huge number
of devices. SMC [219], [220], [221] allows multiple parties
to collaborate and achieves data privacy while guarantee-
ing the correctness of outputs. TEE [222], [223], [224] is a
secure execution environment for raw data, and it is separated
from the processing environment where the operating system
and applications run. It is foreseeable that PC will be fully
integrated with 5GVN in the near future [225], [226], [227].

D. ZERO TRUST
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
has put forth the idea and model of Zero Trust (ZT).
ZT [228], [229], [230] is a new framework as well as
a technical concept that believes in trusting no one and
continuously authenticating everyone. Its core idea is that
anyone and anything (including users, devices, applications,
and packets) inside and outside a system are untrustworthy
by default, and they should be authenticated when they are
requesting resources. It has four basic principles: all zero
trust, minimum access, continuously dynamic access control
and authorization, and continuous security protection. It is
predictable that ZT will be adopted in 5GVN to enhance
authentication.

E. QUANTIFICATION AND STANDARDIZATION
After we are provided a set of privacy-preserving solutions
to privacy issues in 5GVNs, we need to evaluate their protec-
tion efficacy [204], [231]. Many metrics [232], [233], [234]
have been proposed to quantify privacy in VNs, these met-
rics are targeted to measure how users’ privacy is leaked,
including identity privacy and location privacy. Despite the
differences between 5GVNs and traditional VNs, these met-
rics are applicable to 5GVNs. Still, there are three aspects to
be explored: quantification metrics for multimedia privacy
and dynamic adjustment of quantification metrics [231].
Last but not the least, we need to standardize the privacy-

preserving techniques in real-world systems for convenient
deployment and integration. The standardization are two
folds. The first one is to formulate a general framework and
parameters of techniques. The second one is to recommended
a specific set of deployment details for a target system, given
that different systems vary in privacy requirement. On the
other hand, although technologies may come to rescue [235]
to some extent, we still need further regulations such as the
EU General Data Protection Regulation [236] and Personal
Information Security Specification in China [237].

VIII. CONCLUSION
5GVN is a new architecture that revolutionizes vehicular
networks by bringing new features and supporting a large-
scale services. With the ubiquity of 5G and electric vehicles,

5GVN will further merge into our lives. However, there still
exist privacy threats, which raise various privacy concerns
towards vehicular users. In this paper, we have presented
a comprehensive survey of privacy-preserving solutions for
5GVN. We have first reviewed the architecture, features, and
services of 5GVN. We have discussed the privacy objectives
and privacy threats in 5GVN. Next, we have introduced the
privacy-preserving solutions techniques for 5GVNs. Finally,
we have discussed the future research directions to call for
attention and efforts into 5GVN and its privacy issues.
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